THANK YOU FOR COMING!

Thursday 17th, Friday 18th & Saturday 19th September

Doors Open 7pm
Show: 7:30pm - 9:00pm

Dolphin Theatre
**A LITTLE ABOUT US**

**WHAT IS A PANTOMIME?**

PantoSoc has a proud history of putting on high-quality productions at UWA since 2003. The pantomime style dates back to classical theatre. It is a traditional British form of theatre that features audience interaction, so feel free to heckle the last with phrases such as "He's behind you!" and "Oh no you're not!"

We are an all-inclusive society, and one of our core tenets is that everyone who auditions for our shows gets a part. That and we endeavor to make the audience laugh - at least once!

**KEEP IN TOUCH**

We perform three original shows every year: one each semester, and a family-friendly Christmas show in December, with proceeds going to charity.

To keep up to date with our latest events, add us on Facebook or visit uwapanto.com.au. We also have a Youtube with past shows and behind the scenes extras over at youtube.com/uwapanto. You can email us anytime at uwapanto@gmail.com with any questions!

---

**CASE FILES: EVIDENCE FROM SUBJECT’S DESK**

**SUBJECT: MAYOR DRACULA**

**HOT TIPS: HOW TO GET OUT OF UNDEAD MARRIAGES**

So you and your partner(s) have been through a lot together, and now that you’ve both been around long enough you are starting to notice some of the spark in the relationship is missing. This is a guide for long-term relationship planning, full of healthy hints and tips like: “Is it really a good idea to play her the bagpipes nude again? Exactly how many times have you done that already?” as well as anything from facial expression explanations – “do her teeth usually protrude to that extent?” – and problem solving – “Would you die for your partner? No? Well good, because that won’t be happening again anyway.”

Buy the book for the most exceptionally practical lover here for only three dead sheep heads and one silver bullet.

**THE MODERN MONSTER: A HOW-TO GUIDE FOR UNDERSTANDING TEENAGERS TODAY**

Explaining specialised secret terms, including ‘Noob,’ ‘sexting,’ memeing,’ and many more. What are they really saying behind your back?

**CONCLUSION: HIGHLY SUSPICIOUS**
BREAKING NEWS: 
Missing Egg Recovered

Emma Dusa Reports

MonstroCity is in shellshock as it was revealed yesterday that prominent detective, Harvey Wolfman, was behind the mystery of the missing boiled egg.

There has been much speculation as to who had removed the egg from the Nighttime Mayor’s breakfast table – an incident reported immediately following the Mayor’s attempted breakfast last Fry-day. Fingers were pointed at several prominent personalities, including disgraced reality show presenter Humpty Dumpty. It took several public interviews before the general population was willing to accept that HD had been travelling with a royal party and wasn’t in MonstroCity at the time.

The police have been investigating the case for the past week, but it was only until the infamous Dr De’Hyde was under the thumb that the truth came out. In a recent interview with De’Hyde, he commented on his interrogation experience and put his coming out unscathed down to “a combination of creative anatomical perception” and “a decade of experience with terrifying (and usually recently undead) beings.”

De’Hyde said his interrogation ended abruptly when Wolfman, who had taken the role of ‘bad cop,” paused the session in order to clarify its purpose. Witchberry, playing ‘good-but-silently-menacing cop,’ had expressed her frustration at Wolfman’s lack of professional conduct. Ultimately, as De’Hyde informed us, Wolfman had consumed the egg in question earlier that day. Investigations are still continuing as to how the egg made it into Wolfman’s possession.

An anonymous source passed on a security video tape to MLN, which showed the breakfast table in question. From our in-depth analysis, the boiled egg appears in an egg cup at one moment, and then is gone the next. Ms Bigfoot, an upstanding citizen concerned with safety, had been making an OH&S inspection at the house of the Night Mayor but insisted she had left before the egg-thief.
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Friday the 14th: 
A Romantic Horrordy

In the spooky town of MonstroCity, a cereal killer is on the loose! Someone is picking off the city's monstrous inhabitants one by one, and it's up to a gang of plucky youths to solve the case! Join the child of Dracula, her loyal servant Igor, struggling news pharaoh Tut Anchorman, and more horror-film favourites in this terrifying romantic comedy with a spooooky twist!

We guarantee you'll laugh at least once!

Scenes

Scene 1: Enslaved by the Bell
Scene 3: Blood is Thicker than War Crimes
Scene 4: Tap Mana to Cast News
Scene 5: I Scream, You Scream, and There’s Blood on my Suit
Scene 6: Carrie On My Wayward Son (of Ra)
INTERMISSION
Scene 7: Haunted Houseparty AKA Bonster Bash AKA Please don’t sue me, Bobby “Boris” Picket
Scene 8: My God I’m a Monster (And Not The Good Kind)
Scene 9: Double Booked
Scene 10: Who, What, When, Where, and Why Dunnit?
Scene 11: The Final Nightmare
Characters
And their respective people

Lissa Ribble
Carl Rustworthy
George Krupp
Hagatha Anthrope
Littlefoot Bigfoot (Littlefoot)
Miss Demeanor
Anema Toad
Bela Child of Dracula
Igor Eyegore
Scream
Robert Zambi
Greg
Dracula
Itch Witchberry
Harvey Wolfman
Horseless Headmaster
Bigfoot
Herman Bunyip
Emma Duse
Jedidiah Phragm
Tut Anchorman
Frankenstein’s Monster
News Producer
Mummy A
Mummy B
Britney
Broseidon
Doctor De’Hyde
Bubbles
Cereal Killer
Father De Ville
Carrie

Ruby Breen
Scarlet Davis
Drew Thronton
Corin Rowell
Ryan Nicholson
Caitlin Telford
Shakara Liddelow-Hunt
Emily Archibald
Byron Wheeler
Hayley Edwards
Stuart Paton
Ash Heitman
Jack Dawson
Amy Moylett
Cam Butler
Stephi Ivers
Cat Coestzer
Steven Correia
Mandy Moe Pwint Tu
Liam Smith
Lewis Graham
Taylor Home
James Heitman
Bradley Walker
Alice Pugliese
Scarlet Davis
Ash Heitman
Ryan Nicholson
Drew Thronton
James Heitman
Liam Smith
Corin Rowell

Crew

Directors: Scarlet Davis and Ash Heitman
Producers: Cat Coetzer, Steven Correia, Stephi Ivers
Head Writers: Jack Dawson and Drew Thornton
Stage Manager: Adam Heap
Sound: Nicola Macri and Cam Butler
Lighting: Rob Palmer and Steven Correia
Costume/prop: Adam Heap and Kat Heap
Ushers: Katherine Italiano, Ruby Blakeway, Hariz Izam Shanii
Austin, Alex McVey AND ONE MORE

All the thank you’s to:

Uni Print
UWA Guild
Unitheatres
Barrett’s Bakery on Broadway

And of course, our strappin’ young (at heart) audience.
**Tutor Available**

**Monsterer Etiquette**
Anema Toad has many years experience at MonstroCity High, has excelled academically and been honorary teacher's pet for several decades. She has exceptional artistic conduct skills and is available to teach younger monsters the best way to make it through undead high school. Parents and students recently immortalised should know that this is quite a different matter entirely to mortal schooling society – there is a lot more time, but a lot more things to learn.

Please contact Anema via

**Separation Anxiety Counseling for Caring Parents**
Just call 1800 LET MEB FREE

---

**Bios**

**Adam Heap // Stage Manager, Costuprops**
Adam is on a diet where he can only eat foods that begin with vowels. For breakfast he had eggs and Oreos. And for lunch he’s having asparagus… and Oreos!

**Alice Pugliese // Mummy B**
Humans of Perth – In ancient times, Alice used to get carried away with her many duties. Lately, however, she has become more nile-istic. Always look forward to tomorrow!

**Amy Moylett // Itch Witchberry**
Let $A = \text{a witch}$, let $B = \text{wood}$ and let $C = \text{a thing that burns}$. If $A = C$ and $B = C$ one must conclude that $A = B$. Let $D = \text{me}$. If $D = A$ and $A = B$ then $D = B$ and so to test is I am a witch you can test if I am made of wood. Now let $E = \text{a thing that floats}$ and let $F = \text{a duck}$. If $B = E$ and $F = E$ then it must be $B = F$. Oh my God, I’m a duck.

**Ash Heitman // Broseidon, Greg**
I’d like to thank

**Bradley Walker // Mummy A**
I can stop, I just don’t want to yet!

**Byron Wheeler // Igor Eyegore**
I Igor, therefore I Begor.

**Caitlin Telford // Miss Demeanor**
[Insert hilarious pun here]

**Cam Butler // Harvey Wolfman**
Why doesn’t Jay-Z eat Raisin Bran?
Because seven eight
nineHAHAHAHAHAJAGJAHAGAHAGHDJEJRNNDK

---

**Shares Skyrocket in Egg Farming Industry**
Lead monstrous economists are alarmed to report that the sudden increase in investment in ova industries has had impressive international indicators. “Including impeccably-dressed ijiraq – which incidentally are Inuit spirits that kidnap children,” an indignant immunohematologist iterated. Imps have also been sighted inspecting the indecent inflation with much ire.

---

**Wolfman’s To Do List:**
1. Find that mysterious furry aggressor that always seems to be following me.
2. Discover the source of felines.
Cat Coetzer // Bigfoot
Maybe?

Corin Rowell // Hagatha Anthrope, Carrie
Anime was a mistake.

Drew Thornton // George Krupp, Bubbles
I can’t believe they almost gave my dream role to Freddie Kruger.

Emily Archibald // Bela Child of Dracula
I’ve grown up to be a honey star.

Hayley Edwards // Scream
This show is her comeback. You could call it a… boo-merang.

Jack Dawson // Dracula
The role of Jack will henceforth be played by Meryl Streep, after an incident involving cannibals where it was revealed that Jack was an essential part of the balanced breakfast.

James Heitman // Cereal Killer, News Producer
Working on some bran new cereal puns as we speak.

Kat Heap // Costuprops
Not a cat heap.

Lewis Graham // Tut Anchorman

Liam Smith // Jedidiah Phragm, Father De Ville
Sometimes I’m very, very, very, very, very modest and slightly funny.

Mandy Moe Pwint Tu // Emma Dusa
This show is not a testament to my attitude towards cats.

Ruby Breen // Lissa Ribble
If you think Ruby’s Breakfast Boneflakes ™ are irresistibly tasty, you won’t believe the mind-blowing, incomprehensible ecstasy you’ll experience when the ocean is made of milk. Sign her petition at GetUpFromTheGrave! to make a real difference.

Ryan Nicholson // Littlefoot
Gerrymandering politicians always get their way unless you veto their vote in a voting booth, YOU have the power, as a citizen of the United Stats! Register to vote at your local DMV, so that you can control the fate of your country, at LEAST SOMEWHAT. I mean, there’s the electoral college and everything, but, I don’t know, I DON’T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HOW POLITICS WORK – GOD F***ING DAMMIT! I’M DONE! I’M F***ING DONE!

Shakara Liddelow-Hunt // Anema Toad
I am a fruit loop!

Stephi Ivers // Horseless Headmaster
I should clarify that was not a serious request.

Steven Correia // Herman Bunyip
I feel I missed a real opportunity to do an offensive occa accent.

Stuart Paton // Robert Zambi
In character, enjoys Crunchy Nut Cornflakes and Bailey’s for Christmas breakfast. Out of character, is alcoholic and runs out of Bailey’s before Christmas breakfast.

Taylor Home // Frankenstein’s Monster
I’m sick of puns, to be Frank.